
 

Bespoke Manufacture & Improved Scheduling 

The latest release of Cim50, version 2022 has arrived.  

v2022 includes a host of new features and improvements to existing functionality. 

There are several new features and improvements to assist bespoke/one-off 

manufacturers. Cim50 now integrates with the Sage 50 Project Costing module, allowing 

you to link works orders and issue stock to projects. 

We have also improved our production scheduling processes, allowing you to define 

individual working calendars for each individual resource in the system. 

These, along with many other new features and improvements make this our most 

exciting new releases yet. 

v2022 Release Notes 



Stock Control - New Features 

Alerts 

We have incorporated the new Alerts functionality from Sage 50cloud Accounts into Cim50, allowing 

you to define alerts to be displayed to users in both Sage 50cloud Accounts and Cim50. 

Create alerts for user’s attention on Invoices, Quotes, Sales Orders and Purchase Orders in Sage 50cloud 

Accounts, and Delivery Notes, Bills of Material, MRP, Quotes and Works Orders in Cim50. 

 

Users are then presented with either a pop-up…

 

 

 

 

or an alert icon to signify an embedded alert is present. 



 

 

Archive Stock Traceability 

You can now archive any old batches or serial numbers that are no longer in stock. Archiving these 

records will improve performance when working with traceable items throughout the system. 

 

Archived batches/serial numbers are still available to view via the ‘Traceability’ enquiry screen. 

 

Project Issues/Returns 

If you use Project Costing in Sage 50 Accounts, you can now carry out manual stock adjustments, issuing 

stock to a project, or returning stock from a project in Cim50. 

 

When carrying out a project adjustment, you can select from any live Project in Sage, along with the 

cost code you would like to use. 

 

Bill of Materials - New Features 

Resource Calendars 



We have added in the ability to define individual working calendars for each Labour or Machine 

resource used in the system, as well as improving the standard working week calendar. 

 

If you have a Machine that is available to run 24/7, or a Labour resource that works part time, you can 

configure those resources accordingly, and instruct the system to utilise those individual calendars on 

the BOM. 

 

The system will then schedule Works Orders using the appropriate calendar for each operation, 

ensuring your production schedule is as accurate as possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drawings 

We have improved the functionality available around Drawings when working in a Bill of Materials. 



 

When interrogating the documents in a Bill of Materials, you can now open the drawing record directly 

from the Drawings screen, along with the option of opening any attachments linked to the drawing 

directly from within the Bill of Materials.  

  



Quotations - New Features 

Item Price Calculation Matrix 

Responding to one of our most requested wish list items, we have added a price calculation matrix into 

our quote system to give users as much flexibility as possible to determine how the system should 

calculate quotation prices.  

 

The new matrix will allow you to choose how a quotation will calculate a price, and what it should do 

next if a price is not available from the preferred method. 

Select from: 

• Cost + Markup: This is the calculation method used by Cim50 up until this release and calculates 

the selling price by increasing the cost price by the markup percentage. 

• Customer Price List: Gets the selling price from the customers price list (if one exists). 

• Standard Sales Price: Uses the standard selling price defined on the item stock record. 

• Zero: Sets the selling price to zero, allowing the user to enter their own selling price. 

The system will attempt to calculate a price using the method/order defined in the matrix settings, 

moving on to the next option if a price could not be calculated from the first/previous option. 

 

Price Enquiry 

We have added a Price Enquiry screen to our quotation’s module. This screen gives you quick access to 

all relevant pricing information for the item. Providing you with quick access to the information you 

need to reconcile your pricing. 

 

The screen details the customer price list price (where present), how that price list price is calculated, 

the last and average cost price for the item, as well as a graph showing cost and sales price fluctuations 

over time. 



Discounts  

You can now determine discount percentages or values on an individual line/pricing break, allowing you 

to show discounts for individual items, rather than a net value discount only as per previous versions of 

Cim50. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Works Orders - New Features 

Non-Stock Works Orders 

You can now create a Non-Stock Works Order directly from within the Works Order module, without 

the need to raise a quotation beforehand. 

 

When raising a new works order, you can choose between ‘Stock’ and ‘Non-Stock’ options. Selecting the 

‘Non-Stock’ option will allow you to define a product code and description for the works order. 

Miscellaneous Costs/Credits 

When you encounter unexpected costs during the manufacturing process, you can now capture those 

costs against a works order, which ultimately is reflected in the cost the finished item is booked into 

stock at. 

 

You can choose to select a supplier account when booking miscellaneous costs to a works order, 

resulting in a purchase invoice being booked to the supplier’s account, to be paid and processed 

accordingly.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Projects Integration 

You can now link a Works Order to a Project in Sage 50 Accounts and automatically issue the completed 

stock from that Works Order to the Project when it is completed. 

 

 

Sage 50 Manufacturing Data Migration Tool - New Features 

Sales Forecasts 

Sales Forecasts are now migrated from Sage 50 Manufacturing into Cim50. 

Make to Stock Demands 

Make to Stock demands are now migrated from Sage 50 Manufacturing into Cim50. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Other Changes/Improvements 

 
Cim50 v2022 includes the following minor changes. 

Module Change Notes 

Bill of Materials When defining subcontract operations on a Bill of Material, you now have the 
option of searching for a supplier by account reference or name by using the 
‘Select Supplier’ button located on the sub-contract operation details section of 
the screen. 

Bill of Materials A link has been added in the database between the Costing breakdown details and 
the corresponding component and/or operation, allowing information from those 
components/operations to be added on to reports. 

Bill of Materials When deleting multiple BOMs, you can now use a ‘Select All’ option to remove all 
items listed from the system without needing to go through each line individually 
and tick it. 

Bill of Materials Added a warning when deleting BOMs that have live works orders present. 

Bill of Materials The Trial Kitting “Lead Time” value is now calculated using the lead time from 
components that have shortages only, plus the production time, rather than all 
components plus the production time. 

Planning Raising a Purchase Order now populates the PO Due Date field with the earliest 
due date from the PO lines, rather than leaving it blank and only populating the PO 
line dates. 

Quotations You can now raise a sales order from a superseded version of a quotation. In 
circumstances when customers decide to order from a previous iteration of a 
quote, you can process the order without needed to amend and up-issue the 
revision number. 

Quotations Message Lines can now be added to quotations, which are then pulled through on 
to the Sales Order if desired. 

Stock Control Stocktaking has been improved to allow users to stocktake traceable items in 
specific locations. 

Stock Control When despatching sales orders, you can now see the quantity allocated against the 
order line, as well as the free stock availability. 

Stock Control A secondary check is carried out when despatching stock to make sure a user 
hasn’t opened a sales order whilst the despatch screen has been open. 

Stock Control When deleting multiple stock items, you can now use a ‘Select All’ option to 
remove all items listed from the system without needing to go through each line 
individually and tick it. 

Stock Control The batch change functionality now has MRP Aggregation options available. 

Works Orders Adjust a subcontract booking. If you have made a mistake when receipting a 
subcontract operation, you can now adjust the booking, returning it to a 
despatched status either wholly or partially. 

Works Orders The subcontracting screen now has a quick search function and opens by default at 
maximum screen size. 

Works Orders The printed status is now displayed on screen when printing documents, allowing 
you to see if a document has been printed previously or not. 

Works Orders Stopped users from manually entering a works order reference greater than 30 
characters. 

 

 

Bug Fixes 



Cim50 v2022 also resolves the following bugs/issues reported. 

Module Change Notes 

Bill of Materials Resolved an intermittent issue that occurs when sorting BOM Components, 
causing an unhandled exception to occur. 

Bill of Materials Resolved an issue where the costing process that occurs would calculate the unit 
cost price incorrectly when manufacturing units of measure are in use on sub-
assemblies. 

Bill of Materials Resolved an issue where a link between an Operation and Component could not 
be removed. 

Bill of Materials Resolved an issue where Batch/Serial Number provisioning would not work 
correctly when raising works orders via BOM trial kitting. 

Misc. Resolved an issue where Auto-Updates will not be applied correctly if Cim50 is not 
installed on the C: drive.  

Misc. Resolved an issue where the Access Rights for CIMi Settings, Dashboard Refresh 
and Update BOM were not behaving as expected in the UI. 

Planning Resolved an issue where the progress bar was not visible when processing a sales 
forecast import. 

Planning Resolved an issue where Purchase Orders raised via MRP were not respecting the 
department specified on the stock record of the item being ordered. 

Planning Resolved an issue where it was not possible to raise Jobbing Purchase/Works 
Orders when using any of the ‘Descendant’ options when actioning 
recommendations. 

Planning Resolved an issue where a sub-assembly created via MRP would not show the 
parent works order tag in certain circumstances. 

Planning Resolved an issue that occurs when saving a new Sales Forecast with an 
apostrophe in the reference 

Quotations Resolved an issue where the Quotation profit dashboard would show an 
incorrectly calculated profit margin in certain circumstances. 

Stock Control Resolved an issue that would occur when trying to view  

Stock Control Resolved an issue with the delivery note validation process where the quantity 
allocated on the stock record is not updated in certain circumstances. 

Stock Control Resolved an issue where amending a delivery note was not resulting in the 
amendments being validated. 

Stock Control Resolved an issue where amending a delivery note and updating the quantity 
delivered can update the incorrect line on a sales order in certain circumstances. 

Stock Control Resolved an issue where invoices generated from Cim50 can have an incorrect VAT 
figure in certain circumstances where Net Value discounts are utilised on the 
order. 

Stock Control Resolved an issue that occurred when inspecting stock in quarantine when the 
inspection notes contain an apostrophe. 

Stock Control Resolved an issue where the Export to Excel button would show incorrectly on the 
Stock History screen on the Stock Profile screen. 

Stock Control Resolved an issue where the system would allow you to despatch a sales order 
marked as held in certain circumstances. 

Stock Control Resolved an issue that would occur when saving a copied stock code which had not 
had the MRP settings copied in certain circumstances. 

Stock Control Resolved an issue where the traceable adjustments screen was incorrectly 
calculating the quantity allocated in certain circumstances, stopping you from fully 
adjusting any free stock out. 



Stock Control Resolved an issue where traceable items returned via a credit note would not 
show the credit note receipt in the Traceable Enquiry screen. 

Works Orders Resolved an issue where Works Order documents would not print multiple copies 
despite choosing to do so on the print dialog form. 

Works Orders Resolved an error that occurs when trying to sort data in the Capacity Planning 
screen. 

Works Orders Resolved an issue where MRP would ignore Works Order firm links in certain 
circumstances. 

Works Orders Resolved an issue that occurs when adjusting a works order operation booking 
where the quantity is greater than 1000. 

Works Orders Resolved an issue that occurs when sorting data whilst entering operation 
times/costs. 

Works Orders Resolved an issue that can occur in Sage when amending allocations on sub-
contract purchase orders in certain circumstances. 

Works Orders Resolved an issue that would occur when trying to manually firm link decimal 
quantities rather than whole numbers. 

Works Orders Resolved an issue that would occur when trying to link a single works order to 
multiple lines with the same stock code on the same sales order. 

Works Orders Resolved an issue where raising a Purchase Order for multiple operations with the 
same reference would result in all lines using the same price, rather than the 
individual prices defined on the operations. 

Works Orders Resolved an issue where random seconds would be added to calculated labour 
time when entering operation times/costs in certain circumstances. 

Works Orders Resolved an issue where an error would occur relating to a specific scenario with 
sub-contract operations when raising a new works order to replace finished goods 
that were scrapped. 

Works Orders Resolved an issue where the Sales Order due date would display incorrectly when 
linking a works order in certain circumstances 

Works Orders Resolved an issue where trial kitting multiple works orders could result in 
estimated costs being incorrectly assigned to one or more of those works orders in 
certain circumstances. 

 


